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Politics fuels D.C. Circuit appointments. Barack Obama was the first President in over 50 years who approved no one for the country’s second most important court, even though three of eleven seats lacked judges. Thus, appointing fine nominees was essential for circuit functioning. On June 4, Obama nominated three individuals: Patricia Millett, who has argued 32 Supreme Court appeals, Cornelia Pillard, who has won landmark High Court victories, and Robert Wilkins, who had served as a D.C. District Court judge for three years. The court’s allegedly smaller caseloads prompted Republicans to halt yes or no votes for all the nominees. But because well-qualified, moderate nominees warrant thorough consideration and final ballots, their Senate review deserves analysis, which this paper conducts by emphasizing Millett. It first surveys the nominee’s process and then shows how her evaluation concluded.
Obama has improved judicial selection, pursuing aid from each party.\[^1\] He cooperated with Senators Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), the Judiciary Committee Chair, who schedules hearings and votes; Harry Reid (D-Nev.), the Majority Leader, who handles the floor; and GOP analogues, Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). Notwithstanding these concerted efforts, Republicans refused to coordinate. McConnell cooperated little to set final ballots, and his colleagues employed anonymous or unsubstantiated holds for talented, mainstream nominees; this complicated appointments, mandating cloture. \[^2\] The GOP aggressively requested numerous roll call votes and debate minutes.\[^3\] At Obama’s election, the D.C. Circuit had two open judgeships; these actions indicate why he only suggested the first candidate near 2010’s end and the second in mid-2012. \[^4\]

A. Descriptive Analysis

1. Caitlin Halligan

In nominating Caitlin Halligan, Obama depicted her as a “nationally-recognized appellate litigator who has practiced extensively before the Supreme Court.”\[^5\] The GOP twice refused her floor votes,\[^6\] primarily because they contended she would be activist\[^7\] and putative case decreases showed the openings must remain.\[^8\] Denying her multiple final votes illustrates the counterproductive dynamics that attend the “confirmation wars.”\[^9\] Halligan’s
loss informs appreciation of the 2013 nominees, particularly ideology’s role, but contrasts with the second prospect.

2. Srikanth Srinivasan

On June 11, 2012, Obama nominated Srikanth Srinivasan, the Principal Deputy U.S. Solicitor General, claiming he was a preeminent Supreme Court advocate.[10] The prospect’s April hearing was smooth. Republicans lauded his competence and posed few questions.[11] At the time Srinivasan was being considered, Grassley announced he was sponsoring the Court Efficiency Act that would move two D.C. Circuit judgeships to the Second and Eleventh Circuits and eliminate the third.[12] Nevertheless, on May 16, the committee unanimously approved Srinivasan and only addressed him positively, but GOP senators mentioned a “court packing” accusation while expressing concern regarding appeals, even while Democrats contested these ideas.[13] Because Republicans would not agree on an expeditious floor vote, Democrats pursued cloture and Srinivasan won unanimous May 23 confirmation with nominal debate.[14]

3. The 2013 Nominees

When introducing all three nominees, Obama contended that they earned the finest ABA rating and that the D.C. Circuit needed its empty seats filled. He observed that he was happy Republicans did not “play politics” to obstruct Srinivasan, as they had with Halligan, and he hoped to capitalize on the progress.[15] He rejected the GOP allegation that the
selections were discredited court packing: “We’re not adding seats. We’re trying to fill” existing ones.[16]

In nominating Patricia Millett, Obama described her as one of the nation’s “finest appellate attorneys [, who had nearly] the most Supreme Court arguments” by a woman.[17] In a July hearing, many Republicans found the nominee highly qualified, lodging few difficult questions. [18] But a number wondered if the court needed judges, and Senator Ted Cruz (R-Tx.) argued the court “is a battleground for politicization” and even contended Obama and senior Democrats were packing the circuit because they dislike the “outcomes of judges applying the law fairly.”[19] Some GOP members who remarked on Millett in the August 1 committee discussion frankly admitted that she was exceptional yet were concerned about the need for the seats; Democrats agreed on capability but asserted the court warrants added judges and reminded minority lawmakers that Democrats had promptly filled the last three judgeships in President George W. Bush’s years.[20] After vigorous debate, Millett earned a 10-8 party-line ballot.[21] The GOP rejected a final vote, so Democrats petitioned for October 31 cloture that lost.[22] However, the majority altered filibuster strictures in November and Millett won cloture.[23]

B. Critical Analysis

Obama’s nomination efforts have afforded benefits: he has confirmed able, diverse jurists for long vacancies. Consultation with
Republicans facilitated easy appointment for certain nominees, like Srinivasan. Furthermore, his appointments’ diversity, in terms of ethnicity and gender, has increased the understanding and disposition of essential issues that judges resolve.

Some facets of the nomination process deserve improvement. One problem is speed: D.C. Circuit nominations and confirmations have been delayed, although Obama deserves little responsibility for this. He seemed cautious about nominating D.C. Circuit prospects, lest the process consume months and stall numerous other nominations, a concern that Halligan’s unfavorable treatment demonstrated. Primary responsibility for delayed processing is fairly ascribed to Republicans. They made Democrats file ample cloture petitions, especially involving the D.C. Circuit nominees.

These delays force the nominees to put their careers on hold and prevent capable lawyers from joining the bench. It deprives circuits of needed resources, eroding justice and respect for the selection process. Assimilating D.C. Circuit and Supreme Court appointments could worsen those detrimental effects and reduce the possibility of seating the entire tribunal complement, leaving perpetual vacancies.

C. Summary

Obama tendered five exceptional D.C. Circuit nominees, but the GOP delayed three recent nominees. Why the chamber should have accorded Millett better treatment, thus,
deserves closer investigation. Both parties agree that Article II and longstanding customs require nominees to receive thorough, efficient inquiries and floor debates with up or down ballots.[31] Republicans should have facilitated an expeditious review of Millett in which the Senate thoroughly explored the merits of the nominee’s candidacy and swiftly voted, similar to the manner in which the Democrats granted many requests to evaluate Halligan and Srinivasan and helped appoint four Bush nominees.[32]

This is why all five nominees had full, careful analysis of competence at the committee stage. Article II contemplates that senators will evaluate the ability, ethics and temperament of presidential nominees, but downplay the importance of ideology, which has little relevance for nominees’ ability to discharge the responsibilities for which they have been chosen.[33] Republicans should have put aside any ideological concerns they might have entertained about Millett as a justification for delaying her confirmation as that phenomenon undermines judicial independence.[34] The GOP should have eschewed more filibusters because competent, mainstream lawyers warrant votes unless inquiry reveals numerous concerns which indubitably disqualify the possibilities.[35]

Millett’s evaluation demonstrated that she was an extremely qualified nominee with moderate ideological outlooks that did not rise to the level of “extraordinary circumstances,” the standard for filibustering judicial nominations since the Gang of 14 compromise.[36] Moreover, this
review illustrates the D.C. Circuit’s need for 11 judges to resolve cases, an idea which the Judicial Conference reaffirmed last March. Accordingly, lawmakers should have followed the suggestions prescribed below in assessing Patricia Millett.

Conclusion

In June, President Obama nominated Patricia Millett, a highly competent, mainstream D.C. Circuit nominee. Because her qualifications are extraordinary, Millett’s nomination warranted complete, stringent and frank chamber debate with a positive or negative ballot like Srinivasan received and Halligan was denied. Millett’s testimony and her responses to written follow-up questions showed that she is exceedingly qualified and possesses moderate ideological views. Even those Republicans, namely Senator Cruz, who found approval particularly troubling largely due to political infighting, disavowed concerns regarding Millett’s capability or ideology, and lauded her Supreme Court endeavors.[38] Yet, when the minority refused to agree on final consideration and Democrats petitioned for cloture, it failed, so they aggressively continued pursuing a final vote that resulted due to filibuster reform.

Epilogue

After brief debates in which Republicans emphasized the D.C. Circuit’s minimal need for more judges while Democrats stressed the necessity for additional jurists, the Senate confirmed Millett 56-38 on December 10, Pillard 51-44 two days later, and Wilkins on January 13, 2014.[39] The nuclear option’s
detonation permitted confirmation of three well-qualified, moderate nominees and the court to realize a full complement. However, in the short term, reliance on that device has apparently exacerbated the already gravely deteriorated confirmation process. This is witnessed by the close appointments votes and the 92 current vacancies. [40]
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[9] The GOP has more responsibility. These vacancies, have remained at 10 percent for an unprecedented 4 years. Supra note 4.


[16] He invoked the Conference proposal that stated that the court needs 11 judges. Id. Chief Justice Roberts chairs the Judicial Conference. Id.


[19] He said strong Bush nominees were blocked and his views were “irrespective of [her] fine professional qualifications.” Hearing, supra note 18.


[24] See supra text accompanying notes 1, 10-14. He ably set priorities, while cooperation improved selection.


[26] He named fewer judges his initial year than 4 predecessors, requiring 7 months. The next two years were better. Tobias, supra note 1, at 2246.

[27] See supra notes 6, 14, 22 and accompanying text.


[29] The 90-day hiatus required for lower court nominations hinders other nominees and even erodes separation of powers and judicial independence.


[33] Should Ideology Matter?: Hearing Before the S. Judiciary Subcomm. on Admin. Oversight & the Courts, 107th Cong. (2001). But see Douglas Laycock, Forging Ideological Compromise, N.Y. Times, Sept. 18, 2002, at A31 (“Republicans say that Mr. McConnell is a highly talented lawyer of good character, which is certainly true, and that this is the only question that should legitimately concern the Senate, which is not true. The central issue in this and other nominations is the nominees’ views on the Constitution, federal law and the role of the federal courts.”).


[38] See supra text accompanying notes 17-21. Thus, her circumstances were not extraordinary.


[40] See supra note 39 and accompanying text; Vacancies, supra note 4.
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